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 Optical character recognition (OCR) for regional languages is difficult due 

to their complex orthographic structure, lack of dataset resources, a greater 

number of characters and similarity in structure between characters. Telugu 

is popular language in states of Andhra and Telangana. Telugu exhibits 

distinct separation between characters within a word, making a character-

level dataset sufficient. With a smaller dataset, we can effectively recognize 

more words. However, challenges arise during the training of compound 

characters, which are combinations of vowels and consonants. These are 

considered as two or more characters based on associated vattus and 

dheerghams with the base character. To address this challenge, each 

compound character is encoded into a numerical value and used as input 

during training, with subsequent retrieval during recognition. The 

segmentation issue arises from overlapping characters caused by varying 

handwritten styles. For handling segmentation issues at the character level 

arising from handwritten styles, we have proposed an algorithm based on the 

language's features. To enhance word-level accuracy a dictionary-based 

model was devised. A neural network utilizing the inception module is 

employed for feature extraction at various scales, achieving word-level 

accuracy rates of 78% with fewer trainable parameters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Automation plays a vigorous role in the digital world. Data entry came into existence to extract 

handwritten text from application forms, bank cheques, and scanned documents to maintain their record. 

Data entry is an important and tough task to perform manually. We can take a photo of the document and 

store it, but we cannot make filtering operations like sort, find on a particular field of data in the scanned 

document. Data entry engineer will manually enter the data in the documents onto the computer that can be 

edited as per the need. Automation of text in images is a current area of interest in pattern recognition which 

is a challenging task and the process used for this is called optical character recognition (OCR). 

Regional languages are becoming prominent. OCR for Indic languages is gaining importance to 

automate the text in regional languages for postal services, banks, and government forms [1]. Searching the 

content in regional languages is gaining interest now a days, but the search engine needs a translator to search 

the content which is in regional languages. So, there is importance of translator. If OCR for Indic languages 

is developed it provides support in preparation of dataset for translator. Using OCR, we can also preserve 

historical documents which contain valuable information of ancient history [2]. OCR is implemented in five 
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phases [3]. The first phase is page detection. Scanning photo for document may contains different 

background, so before detecting text in the image we need to detect the page borders and remove the 

unnecessary background details as well as correct the inclinations if any [4]. 

The second phase consists of detecting the lines and words in the image. Spaces between the lines 

will be maintained while writing text in any language. Taking these gaps into account we can separate the 

lines in the image [5], [6]. There will be a gap between the words in any line which will help to detect the 

words in the lines. Most popularly used techniques are horizontal and vertical histograms, Sobel, Canny edge 

detection, and Perwitt. 

Third phase is character segmentation, a crucial step in OCR [7], [8]. This phase depends on 

language. If the language has gaps between the characters, then character segmentation becomes easy.  

If there is no gap between the characters, we can use word level training or segment the word into characters 

based on the stroke of writing, which is difficult. Now a days character level segmentation is a demanding 

task in OCR [9], [10]. Fourth phase is training and testing. Text recognition for regional languages is difficult 

as a character might be single or compound. Challenges in developing Telugu OCR are primarily 

segmentation of characters and feature extraction due to a greater number of characters with complex 

orthographic structure and similarity between them. Examples are య, మ; స, న; థ, ధ; ఠ, ర. 

Researchers have been focusing their efforts on developing OCR systems for native languages.  

One of the primary challenges encountered in this endeavor, particularly with limited datasets, is character 

segmentation. Additionally, selecting a suitable model capable of effectively extracting complex features 

inherent to the native language poses another significant hurdle in the development process. For the 

segmentation of text in the images into words and characters is difficult for Indic languages. Mamatha and 

Srikantamurthy [11] worked on Kannada character segmentation using morphological operations, which 

efficiently extracts the lines in the text. Later applied projection profiles for detecting characters form words 

that are in text lines. Inkeaw et al. [12] worked on segmentation of characters for Lanna Dhamma that have 

different writing style, touching characters or broken characters using GPCSeg. Garain and Chaudhuri [10] 

worked on segmentation of Bangla and Devanagari scripts. Touching characters are separated using fuzzy 

multi factorial analysis. 

To tackle the second problem, advancement of deep learning techniques attracted the research to 

incorporate them in OCR. Huang et al. [13] worked on convolution neural network (CNN) along with sliding 

window to improve character recognition accuracy in typical scene images. MSERs are used to improve the 

quality of detection. Mathew et al. [14] recognized text in the scene images that are in Telugu, Malayalam, 

and Devanagari by using CNN-recurrent neural network (RNN) model which was used for training images from 

end-to-end. This model recognizes text in the images by detecting the words from them. Prakash et al. [15] 

worked on Telugu OCR for printed text. Connected components are used for segmenting images at character 

level. CNN is used for feature extraction of base character, vattu and gunintham. Adam optimizer is 

employed. CNN is used as a classifier. Tong et al. [16] worked on MA-CRNN for identification of complex 

text lines in scene images that are in Chinese. Bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) with 

attention mechanism is used for predicting the sequences, which increased recognition accuracy of long lines. 

Weng and Xia [17] proposed an OCR for handwritten character recognition on mobiles. They constructed a 

Shui dataset. Light weight CNN structure is used for feature extraction and classification on mobiles.  

Zhao et al. [18] worked on OCR for Kannada and English scene text detection. It is based on VGG-Net with 

less units of processing in convolutional layer. Different strategies for initialization are used for achieving 

better accuracy rates. 

The segmentation algorithm developed must account for language-specific ligatures, particularly 

due to the presence of compound characters in native languages. However, the existing algorithms fail to 

adequately segment Telugu characters, especially in cases of overlapping and compound characters.  

To address this gap, we have devised a character segmentation algorithm specifically tailored for Telugu, 

considering the lack of similar work in this language. While CNN architectures such as AlexNET, VGG, and 

inception have been widely utilized for text recognition in images [19], [20]. Previous research has often 

encountered challenges with long training times for native languages [16], [18]. In response, we have 

developed a lightweight model optimized for accurately recognizing Telugu language features, leveraging the 

capabilities of inception V1. 

 

 

2. INCEPTION BASED OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION 

2.1.  Pre-processing and word recognition 

Initially the test image is transformed into grey scale and page borders are detected to remove skew 

in the image. Bilateral filters prove highly effective in reducing noise and smoothing edges in grayscale 
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images owing to their distinctive filtering technique. Adaptive thresholding differentiates the page with 

background of the image. Mathematically threshold value is expressed by (1), 

 

Th(r, s) = w(r, s) − cstparam (1) 

 

where Th (r, s) is threshold value, w (r, s) is weighted average and cstparam is constant parameter. 

Median blur is applied to remove details inside the page, to detect the page edges. Later, canny edge 

detection detects nearby edges of the page. To remove unwanted edges morphological processing is used. 

From the detected edges of page, height and width of the page are calculated to create contours. So, the 

resultant image does not contain unwanted details outside the page. 

For detecting the words in the page, initially remove the noise in image by applying gaussian 

filtering. This is done by convolving with gaussian kernel of size (5×5). General expression for gaussian 

kernel filter which has size of (2n+1) × (2n+1) is given by (2) [21]. 

 

Tij =
1

2∏𝜎2 𝑒𝑥𝑝( −
(𝑖−(𝑛+1))2+(𝑗−(𝑛+1))2

2𝜎2 ); 1 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ (𝑛 + 1) (2) 

 

Sobel operator, which consists of discrete differentiation is used to find intensity gradients.  

The direction and gradient for the edges are computed by (3). 

 

𝐺 = √(𝐺𝑖
2 + 𝐺𝑗

2) and 𝛩 = 𝑎 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2 (𝐺𝑗 , 𝐺𝑖) (3) 

 

where 𝐺𝑖 , 𝐺𝑗represents horizontal and vertical derivatives. 

Non-maximum suppression is applied to merge all detections that belong to same word. Usually, the 

result of non-maximum suppression will not preserve edges correctly, so strong and weak edges are detected 

by applying double thresholding to exactly mark boundaries of the words. Strong edges are preserved.  

Edges which are weak but linked to strong edges are retained and preserved. Later bounding rectangles are 

created for the detected edges. 

 

2.2.  Character segmentation and feature extraction 

This phase is exceptionally significant because the precision of OCR relies heavily on the character 

segmentation algorithm utilized. Handwritten text presents a challenge due to the possibility of characters 

overlapping with their neighboring characters, making accurate segmentation difficult. If character 

segmentation is not precise, it significantly impairs the OCR’s performance. To tackle this issue, we have 

introduced an algorithm specifically designed for segmenting handwritten Telugu text. Figure 1 gives a 

process of character segmentation with an input as one bounding box. This process is repeated for all 

bounding boxes in the page to obtain characters in the page. 

CNNs are powerful feature extractors to capture significant features in an image by using 

convolution operation [22]. We have taken character dataset from IEEE data port and trained it using 

inception V1 model which consists of concatenated convolutional layers with variations in kernel sizes and 

max pooling layers to capture the features of input characters at different scales due to their complex 

structure. Consider an image of region u which is of size y×z and a convolutional filter r, without bias term, 

then function g would be given by (4). 

 

𝑔(𝑢, 𝑟) = 𝑢 ∗ 𝑟 = ∑ 𝑟𝑦,𝑧𝑦,𝑧 𝑢𝑦,𝑧 (4) 

 

So, the function g passes through origin and model gets over-fit for points only passing through origin. With 

addition of bias the expression changes as given by (5). 

 

𝑔(𝑢, 𝑟, 𝑏) = 𝑏 + 𝑢 ∗ 𝑟 = 𝑏 + ∑ 𝑟𝑦,𝑧𝑦,𝑧 𝑢𝑦,𝑧               (5) 

 

So now the model added with bias will be flexible to train and avoids over-fit, and the above 

expression closely resembles the functionality of human neurons, so usually bias term is added for the 

resultant of convolution operation. We have used rectified linear units (ReLU) activation for inception and 

He-normal initialization for initializing weights of neurons, which have faster convergence. When activation 

is ReLU the output is given by (6), 

 

𝑌 = 𝑤1𝑠1 + 𝑤2𝑠2 + … + 𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑛 (6) 
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where w1, w2, … wn are the weights of n neurons, s1, s2, … sn are n inputs and Y is the output. He-normal 

initializes the weights by taking them from distribution, whose variance is given by (7), 

 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑤𝑖) =
2

𝑓𝑎𝑛−𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠
 (7) 

 

where fan-inputs represent the number of weight tensor input units. 

The resultant output is flattened and given as an input to the dropout layer. In dropout we drop 

connections that are present between the neurons, thereby reducing the chances of over-fitting. Now the 

segments of the test page which are Telugu characters are given to the trained model for prediction. Later 

SoftMax is applied to classify images, which uses the expression to generate discrete probabilities of all 

classes between 0 and 1 given by (8), 

 

𝜎(𝑠𝑖) =
𝑒𝑠𝑖

∑ 𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑘
ℎ=1

 (8) 

 

where k represents total classes, s represents a vector corresponding to input, 𝜎(𝑠𝑖) represents probability of 

output class. The highest probability character is the predicted output. 

Adam optimizer is used for adjusting weights of the network. During training we need an optimizer 

to ensure the loss function is minimized by revising the model weights and moving in the correct direction. 

Adam optimizer, which updates the weights as in (9), 

 

𝑟𝑡+1 = 𝑟𝑡 −
𝜂

√𝑢𝑡+∈
�̂�𝑡 (9) 

 

where �̂�𝑡-first moment corrected bias estimate, �̂�𝑡-second moment corrected bias estimate, ϵ= (10 x exp (-8)), 

𝜂 -learning rate, 𝑟𝑡+1- weight at t+1 time instant, 𝑟𝑡- weight at t time instant. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Flow chart of character segmentation 
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Previously, many researchers relied on support vector machines (SVM) classifiers and CNN 

variations for native language OCR tasks [15], [16], [18]. However, SVM’s recognition rate was found to be 

less significant, while other models, being deep, incurred extensive training times. In response, we opted for 

inception V1 models, modifying layers to suit our needs. Selection of layers was based on careful observation 

of accuracy and loss values across different layer and filter size variations. The proposed inception model 

depicted in Figure 2 consumes fewer parameters yet achieves accuracy rates comparable to other CNN 

models. 

Inception V1 is used for extracting structures of the image. The neural network model is in Figure 2. 

Inception V1 achieves efficiency by strategically utilizing 1×1 convolutions, reducing the overall parameter 

count significantly. Furthermore, the incorporation of parallel convolutions enables the network to capture 

features across diverse scales, thereby enhancing its proficiency in recognition tasks. 

Inception module emphasizes broader patterns, empowering the network to discern difficult 

structures within the data [20]. The 1×1 convolution utilizes a small kernel size, allowing the network to 

grasp complicated details and reduce input channels, thereby enhancing parameter efficiency. On the other 

hand, the 3×3 convolution captures medium-sized features, striking a balance between local and global 

information. This adaptability enables the model to effectively recognize intermediate-level patterns. 

Meanwhile, the 5×5 kernel operation captures larger, complex features, concentrating on broader patterns. 

This equips the network with the ability to identify difficult structures within the data. These features of 

inception V1 makes it suitable to extract features of Telugu characters. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Neural network model 
 

 

We have incorporated dictionary model to improve word accuracy of OCR. The OCR receives 

scanned handwritten text as input. After training the neural network with input images, the model identifies 

characters within the words. However, inaccuracies can arise due to similar patterns in characters, human 

errors, or OCR misrecognitions. To tackle these issues, we have designed a dictionary model. In this 

approach, detected words undergo processing through this algorithm, which addresses problems related to 

segmentation and variations in handwritten styles. The process within the dictionary model is illustrated in 

Figure 3. The suggested inception model demonstrates proficiency in extracting Telugu language features 

within a shorter training period. Moreover, the incorporation of a dictionary model effectively addresses the 

correction of similar characters such as య, మ; స, న; థ, ధ; ఠ, ర, thereby augmenting the overall accuracy 

of the system. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Dictionary model 
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3. RESULTS 

The dataset is taken from IEEE data port [23]. All images are scaled to 64×64 pixels of constant 

height and width. Later they are converted into grey scale. Two models, VGG-19 and inception V1, are 

trained using 11,602 images, and 2,565 images are utilized for testing. Both models undergo 25,000 training 

steps. Figure 4 shows the plots of VGG-19. Figure 4(a) illustrates the accuracy plot, and Figure 4(b) displays 

the loss plot for VGG-19. VGG-19 attains an accuracy of 89.5% with a validation loss of 10.5%. The plots of 

Inception V1 are shown in Figure 5. Inception V1 accuracy plot is shown in Figure 5(a) and loss plot in 

Figure 5(b). Inception V1 has achieved an accuracy of 87% with validation loss of 13%. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. Plots of VGG-19 (a) accuracy graph of VGG-19 and (b) loss graph of VGG-19 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. Plots of inception V1 (a) accuracy graph of inception V1 and (b) loss graph of inception V1 

 

 

The model with more accuracy and less loss is considered better. Accordingly, VGG model attained 

the highest accuracy among the two models. However, it comes with a drawback that the total number of 

parameters is significantly high, leading to extended training times compared to other models. The inception 

model, while approaching the accuracy levels of VGG, managed to achieve nearer results with fewer 

parameters. 

We have developed a dictionary and written 1,000 words and given them as input to the OCR. Later 

calculated the word recognition rates with and without using dictionary. Inclusion of this model enhanced the 

recognition rates. Accuracy rates for models, both with and without a dictionary, are presented in Table 1.  

In this table, character recognition rate (CRR), and word recognition rate (WRR). 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison of inception V1 and VGG-19 
Model Parameters Accuracy without dictionary Accuracy with dictionary 

  CRR WRR WRR 

Inception V1 56,31,016 87% 76% 78% 
VGG-19 1,44,02,816 89.5% 78% 79.5% 
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Inception V1 has 56,31,016 trainable parameters and has 87% CRR and 76% WRR without 

dictionary. The dictionary model enhanced the WRR to 78%. VGG-19 used 1,44,02,816 trainable parameters 

and achieved 89.5% CRR, 78% WRR without dictionary. The dictionary model enhanced WRR to 79.5%. 

Inception V1 requires less training time than VGG-19 as it requires less trainable parameters and achieved 

accuracy almost nearer to VGG-19. The decision between VGG-19 and inception V1 depends on the unique 

requirements of the task and the available computational resources. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of VGG-19 and Inception V1. The comparison of validation loss for 

VGG-19 and inception V1 is shown in Figure 6(a) and the parameters comparison is in Figure 6(b). Loss 

plots play a vital role in machine learning model development, aiding in understanding, improving, and 

effectively communicating model performance. Loss plot shows that VGG-19 has less validation loss 

compared to inception V1. From parameter plot it is clear thatVGG-19 uses more trainable parameters and 

requires more computational requirements than inception V1. The training time required for VGG-19 is more 

compared to inception V1. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 6. Comparison plots of VGG-19 and inception V1 (a) loss plots V1 and (b) parameters plot 

 

 

Performance comparison of VGG-19 and Inception V1 is shown in Figure 7. Character and word 

recognition rates comparison is in Figure 7(a). The CRR are WRR for both the models are significant. The 

WRR comparison with and without dictionary model is shown in Figure 7(b). VGG-19 achieved a CRR of 

89.5%, whereas inception V1 achieved 87%. In terms of WRR, VGG-19 scored 78%, while inception 

achieved 76%. Dictionary models eliminated some of the problems with similar structured pattern 

recognition and enhanced the recognition rate of VGG-19 to 79.5% and inception V1 to 78%. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 7. Performance comparison of VGG-19 and inception V1 (a) recognition rates without dictionary V1 

and (b) word recognition rates with and without dictionary 

 

 

The above plots show that inception V1 can attain accuracy rate nearer to VGG with short training 

period. Some researchers have delved into the development of Telugu OCR systems [14], [24], [25]. Table 2 

illustrates a comparison of various techniques employed for Telugu OCR. It’s apparent from the table that 
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limited efforts have been devoted to handwritten text recognition, primarily due to challenges in segmenting 

words into characters. However, the developed segmentation algorithm adeptly addresses this issue, 

accurately segmenting words into characters. Notably, the inception V1 model has achieved significantly 

high recognition rates compared to alternative approaches. The proposed model holds promise for automating 

Telugu text in government forms and for educational purposes. 

 

 

Table 2. Comparison of accuracy rates for Telugu OCR 
Name of the author Type of text Technique Accuracy 

Rani [24] Handwritten Telugu characters SVM classifier 80% 

Rao [25]  Handwritten Telugu text Hidden Markov models (HMMs), Akshara 

models and Akshara Bigram language models  

74% 

Mathew [14] Scene Telugu text detection Hybrid CNN-RNN (CRR) 86.2% 

Hybrid CNN-RNN (WRR) 57.2% 

Proposed Handwritten Telugu text CNN, Inception V1 (CRR) 87% 
CNN, Inception V1 (WRR) 78% 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Automating handwritten Telugu text remains challenging due to segmentation issues and the 

complexity of extracting features from similarly structured numerous characters. Previous OCR techniques 

for handwritten text have not achieved significant word recognition rates due to complexities in Telugu 

language. However, the proposed segmentation algorithm offers an effective solution by accurately 

segmenting words into characters while preserving their distinctive features. The inception network stands 

out in extracting features from handwritten Telugu language, leveraging 1×1, 3×3, and 5×5 convolutional 

filters. Its integration of 1×1 convolutions ensure parameter efficiency, resulting in a more resource-efficient 

design compared to VGG-19. Additionally, the dictionary model adeptly addresses issues with similar and 

confusing characters. With a word recognition rate of 78%, approaching that of VGG-19 but with fewer 

parameters, this model presents a promising solution for automating handwritten Telugu text. 
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